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Abstract 

Predictive coding theories of visual perception postulate that expectations based on 

prior knowledge modulate the processing of information by sharpening the representation of 

expected features of a stimulus in visual cortex but few studies directly investigated whether 

expectations qualitatively affect perception. Our study investigated the influence of 

expectations based on prior experience and contextual information on the perceived sharpness 

of objects and scenes. In Experiments 1 and 2, we used a perceptual matching task. Participants 

saw two blurred images depicting the same object or scene and had to adjust the blur level of 

the right image to match the blur level of the left one. We manipulated the availability of 

relevant information to form expectations about the image’s content: one of the two images 

contained predictable information while the other one unpredictable. At an equal level of blur, 

predictable objects and scenes were perceived as sharper than unpredictable ones. Experiment 

3 involving explicit sharpness judgments confirmed these results. Our findings support the 

sharpening account of predictive coding theories by showing that expectations increase the 

perceived sharpness of the visual signal. Expectations about the visual environment help us 

understand it more easily, but also makes us perceive it better.  

 

Keywords: predictive coding, expectations, visual perception, perceptual matching, 

sharpening 
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Many studies have shown that what we know or expect based on past experience and 

contextual information can influence how easily we can see and interpret the visual world: for 

example, a cow is recognized faster when presented in a field than a kitchen context or in 

isolation. Here we show that expectations also affect how we see. In three experiments, we 

found that blurred scenes and objects that could be related to prior knowledge (upright scenes 

and objects in predictable context) were perceived as sharper than the same blurred scenes and 

objects that could not (inverted scenes and objects in unpredictable contexts). Prior knowledge 

and expectations about the visual environment therefore not only help us understand it more 

easily, but also makes us perceive it better.  
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It Makes Sense, so I See it Better! Contextual Information About the Visual 

Environment Increases its Perceived Sharpness 

 

Introduction 

Making sense of the visual world first necessitates solving a perceptual problem. The 

light casts shadows on objects, which often overlap and can have an infinity of appearances 

depending on viewpoints or lightning conditions. Yet, we are able to recognize objects and 

scenes in a few hundred milliseconds despite their complexity and their variability (Kirchner 

& Thorpe, 2006; Rousselet et al., 2005; Thorpe et al., 1995). In order to deal with this problem 

and achieve recognition, we strongly rely on expectations based on prior experience and 

regularities learnt from the environment. For instance, we always see objects in context in day-

to-day experience. We can therefore create associations between objects and their contexts 

leading to expectations or predictions about which objects could appear in a particular context 

or in which contexts a specific object is likely to be found (Bar, 2004, 2007; Oliva & Torralba, 

2007). By restricting the possible interpretations of the stimulus we are perceiving, these 

expectations would facilitate the processing of visual information that fits them (Bar, 2004, 

2007; Roux-Sibilon et al., 2019). 

Many studies have shown that a predictable stimulus in a given context (e.g., a priest in 

a church) is recognized more accurately or more quickly than a non-predictable one (e.g., a 

priest on a football field; (Brandman & Peelen, 2017; Davenport, 2007; Davenport & Potter, 

2004; Greene et al., 2015; Joubert et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2020; Palmer, 1975; Roux-Sibilon et 

al., 2019). In that sense, expectations about the visual environment influence how easily we 

perceive it. Expectations would be particularly useful to enable the recognition of noisy visual 

stimuli, for which the mere analysis of the input’s physical attributes may be inefficient. For 
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example, two blurry light points on a foggy road can only be interpreted as a car coming from 

the opposite direction if one relies on prior knowledge and learned associations about the 

objects that can be found in such a context. Expectations based on contextual information can 

even influence what we perceive when the visual signal is ambiguous. For example, a dark 

elliptical shape appearing in a blurry street context can be either interpreted as a car or as a 

pedestrian depending on its orientation (Oliva & Torralba, 2007; Torralba, 2003; see also Bar, 

2004; Roux-Sibilon et al., 2019). Current models of visual perception therefore consider visual 

processing as a proactive process, where conscious perception is not only determined by the 

characteristics of sensory inputs, but also strongly depends on expectations about them (Bar, 

2007; Clark, 2013; de Lange et al., 2018; Friston, 2005; Summerfield & Egner, 2009; Teufel 

& Fletcher, 2020). This assumption more broadly falls within the cognitive penetrability of 

perception theoretical framework, according to which perception influences cognition, but is 

also constrained by it (Lupyan, 2015; O’Callaghan et al., 2017). 

Yet, evidence that expectations qualitatively and subjectively affect perception is still 

scarce. Indeed, past studies investigating the effects of expectations mainly focused on implicit 

measures such as reaction times during recognition tasks which may not be sufficient to address 

subjective perceptual effects. For example, the fact that an expected stimulus is recognized 

faster than an unexpected one suggests an influence of expectations on processing speed but it 

does not necessarily follow that this is also associated with a qualitative change in perception. 

Similarly, higher recognition rate of an expected compared to an unexpected stimulus could be 

achieved by guessing the identity of the expected stimulus and does not necessarily reflect its 

enhanced perception. Behavioral tasks involving subjective perceptual reports are therefore 

needed to address whether expectations influence subjective perception.  

Another important question is how expectations do so. In this respect, the predictive 

coding theoretical framework (Rao & Ballard, 1999; see also Friston, 2005; Spratling, 2017; 
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for reviews see de Lange et al., 2018; Kok & de Lange, 2015) provides useful insights. This 

model assumes that perception results from a continuous exchange of Prediction and 

Prediction Error signals between adjacent levels of the cortical hierarchy. Prediction signals 

are transmitted via descending connections and represent the current hypotheses that best 

explain the input one area receives. Prediction error signals carry the mismatch between these 

predictions and the actual input information. They are sent via ascending connections to the 

next upper cortical area allowing to adjust the predictions so that they better fit the input. 

Moreover, the relative weight of Prediction and Prediction error signals would vary according 

to the reliability of the visual signal: Prediction signals would weight more when the stimulus 

is noisy or ambiguous while Prediction error signals would weight more when the stimulus is 

unambiguous (e.g., Feldman & Friston, 2010; Press et al., 2020). Different theories have been 

proposed regarding the neural implementation of predictive coding. The dampening account 

(also referred to as the Cancellation theory) posits that prediction signals are used to filter out 

or explain-away the predicted features of a stimulus, by inhibiting neurons tuned to these 

features, resulting in a relatively higher activity of neurons tuned to the unexpected features 

(e.g., Blakemore et al., 1998; Murray et al., 2004). Alternatively, the sharpening account (also 

referred to as the Bayesian theory) assumes that prediction signals increase the sensitivity of 

neurons tuned to the expected features while suppressing the response of neurons tuned to 

unexpected ones, resulting in a sharper cortical representation of expected stimuli (e.g., Kaiser 

et al., 2019; Lee & Mumford, 2003). To date, results from neuroimaging experiments have 

provided contradictory findings arguing in favour of both accounts (see de Lange et al., 2018 

for a review). For example, Kok et al. (2012) presented participants with gratings whose 

orientation could be predicted or not based on auditory cues in an fMRI experiment. By 

examining the pattern of activity (rather than the mean activation) in the primary visual cortex 

using multivoxel pattern analyses, they found that the orientation of the grating could be 
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decoded with higher accuracy from V1’s activity pattern when it was expected than 

unexpected. These results therefore supported the view that expectations sharpen 

representations in the visual cortex. Using a similar decoding method in the macaque 

inferotemporal cortex, Kumar et al. (2017) however found the opposite. Expected stimuli were 

decoded less accurately than unexpected ones, arguing in favour of the dampening account. It 

has also been proposed that both mechanisms can coexist in separate neural populations or take 

place at different times over the course of perception (de Lange et al., 2018; Friston, 2005; 

Press et al., 2020).  

While perception may not truly reflect the neural computations occurring in sensory 

cortices, hypotheses can be derived from these two mechanisms about the perceptual 

consequences of expectations. The dampening account should result in increasing the 

sensitivity to unexpected features which should be better detected than expected ones. On the 

contrary, the sharpening account should result in a higher sensitivity to expected than 

unexpected features. Recent behavioural studies tend to support the latter hypothesis (Alilović 

et al., 2021; Cheadle et al., 2015; Han & VanRullen, 2016; Lupyan, 2017; Perez et al., 2020; 

Stein & Peelen, 2015; Teufel et al., 2018; Wyart et al., 2012) by showing that expectations, or 

prior knowledge about a visual stimulus (e.g., familiar objects or meaningful shapes), increase 

the sensitivity to features matching these expectations by enhancing their detection. For 

example, Teufel et al. (2018) asked participants to detect the contrast or orientation of Gabor 

patches embedded in meaningless two-tone (“Mooney”) images. Participants were then shown 

the original - meaningful - images used to build the two-tone stimuli and completed the task 

again. The authors observed that semantic knowledge about the images improved orientation 

and contrast detection during the second session, only when the border of Gabor patches 

matched the location of contours in the original images which were no longer present in the 

two-tone images. These results therefore indicated that - even if irrelevant to the task - object 
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knowledge enhances the detection of consistent low-level features. However, only a few 

studies used explicit perceptual reports to directly address whether expected stimuli actually 

look sharper (Han & VanRullen, 2016; Lupyan, 2017; Perez et al., 2020). Of particular interest, 

a study by Lupyan (2017) showed that prior semantic knowledge has a direct impact on 

perceived sharpness of the visual signal. In this experiment, participants completed a perceptual 

matching task in which they were presented with two blurred letter strings, one being the Target 

and the other one the Sample. Their task was to adjust the blur level of the Sample in order to 

match the blur level of the Target. To address the role of prior knowledge on the perceived 

sharpness of stimuli, the meaningfulness of the Target/Sample letter strings was manipulated 

so that one of the strings was a meaningful word (prior semantic knowledge, e.g., “much”) and 

the other one a meaningless pseudoword obtained via shuffling the order of the meaningful 

word’s letters (no prior semantic knowledge, e.g., “mchu”). The Target could be a word and 

the Sample a pseudoword or the Target could be a pseudoword and the Sample a word. Results 

showed that participants added more blur than necessary to match a Sample word to a Target 

pseudoword and not enough blur to match a Sample pseudoword to a Target word. This 

indicated that at an objectively equal level of blur, words were subjectively perceived to be 

sharper than pseudowords. These results suggested that expectations based on prior semantic 

knowledge influenced the processing of blurred meaningful words by making them look 

sharper, and therefore that expectations also affect how we perceive. 

Such a mechanism may be particularly useful for the processing of visual stimuli such 

as words requiring a detailed processing, and therefore, a sharp percept. However, does it also 

apply to the processing of visual stimuli such as objects in context or even whole scenes which 

need less details to be identified (Greene & Oliva, 2009; Kauffmann et al., 2014; Schyns & 

Oliva, 1994)? This question is crucial to make it a more general principle of visual perception. 
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The aim of the present study was therefore to determine whether prior knowledge about our 

visual environment can affect the appearance of objects and scenes. 

To this end, we used a perceptual matching task inspired by Lupyan's paradigm (2017). 

This task appears particularly relevant to address the consequences of expectations on 

subjective perception because it allows to directly compare participants’ own perceptual 

judgments to the known “true state” of the signal. Any resulting difference is thus more likely 

to reflect qualitative perceptual effects, in contrast to measures such as reaction times or 

recognition accuracy. In Experiments 1 and 2, two blurred images depicting a scene, a Target 

and a Sample, were displayed side by side on the screen. Participants had to adjust the blur 

level of the Sample in order to match the blur level of the Target. As in Lupyan (2017), we 

manipulated the availability of prior experience or relevant information to form expectations 

about the image content. In Experiment 1, we addressed the effect of expectations on the 

perceived sharpness of an object by manipulating its scene context. The object was either 

surrounded by its intact scene context (predictable object) or by a phase-scramble of its scene 

context (unpredictable object). The Sample and the Target always contained the same object 

but had a different context. In Experiment 2, we addressed the effect of expectations on the 

perceived sharpness of a whole scene by manipulating the predictability of scene layout. The 

scene was either presented upright (predictable scene layout) or upside-down (unpredictable 

scene layout). The Sample and the Target were images of the same scene but with a different 

orientation. Based on Lupyan's results (2017), we expected stimuli to be perceived as sharper 

in predictable than unpredictable conditions. Therefore, at an objectively equal blur level, 

predictable stimuli should be subjectively perceived to be sharper than unpredictable ones in 

both experiments. As a consequence, participants should match the blur level of the Target and 

the Sample stimuli by attributing to a predictable Sample matched to an unpredictable Target 

a higher blur level than to an unpredictable Sample matched to a predictable Target. 
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Experiment 1 

Method 

Participants and Design 

Thirty-two undergraduate students of Psychology from University Grenoble Alpes (28 

women, Mage = 22.38, SDage = 4.84) with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in 

the experiment. The sample size was set based on an estimated effect size of dz = 0.62 from 

Experiment 1B of Lupyan (2017) to achieve a power (i.e., corresponding to 1 - β, with β being 

the risk of Type-2 error) of 0.8 with an alpha level of 0.05. To estimate this effect size, we 

calculated the Cohen’s dz from the t statistic of the interaction between the predictability of the 

Target and the type of trial. Then we calculated the confidence interval from this Cohen’s dz 

and we selected the lower bound. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the 

University Grenoble Alpes (CER-Grenoble Alpes, COMUE University Grenoble Alpes, 

CERGA-Avis-2020-4) and was conducted in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki for 

experiments involving human subjects. All participants involved in the study gave their 

informed consent before taking part in the experiment. They received course credits for their 

participation.  

Stimuli 

The stimuli were constructed from 20 coloured photographs of real-world scenes (10 

indoor scenes and 10 outdoor scenes) downloaded from the Pixabay website 

(https://pixabay.com/fr/), a photo sharing site under Creative Commons Zero licence. The 

stimuli were created using MATLAB R2019b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). Original images 

were cropped to a square format and resized to 350 × 350 pixels. They were converted to 256-

level grey-scale images by averaging the values from the three colour channels for each pixel 

and the mean luminance of all images was equalized to 0.5 (for pixel intensity values between 

0 and 1).  

https://pixabay.com/fr/
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Each scene contained an object semantically related to the scene category (e.g., a car 

for an outdoor scene, a lamp for an indoor scene) which was delineated by an ellipse 

encompassing 176 × 166 pixels of vertical and horizontal diameters. The object could be at 

different locations according to the scene image. For each scene, we created two versions: one 

in which the scene context around the object was left intact (predictable object based on 

contextual information, Intact condition) and one in which it was phase-scrambled and 

therefore did not contain semantic information (unpredictable object based on contextual 

information, Scrambled condition). The phase-scrambled version of the scene was built by 

combining the amplitude spectrum of the scene with the phase spectrum of a white noise in 

Fourier space and the resulting image was obtained via inverse Fourier Transform.  

The ellipse containing the object was then blurred using 2-D Gaussian filters 

(imgaussfilt Function in Matlab) of linearly increasing size (i.e., increasing standard deviation 

- SD) in order to obtain 31 versions of the object (Figure 1) ranging from a sharp object (close 

to intact; blur level 1, SD = 1) to a very blurred and hardly recognizable one (blur level 31, SD 

= 10). Blurring of stimuli had no effect on the mean luminance of stimuli which was set to 0.5 

(for pixels intensities between 0 and 1) prior to applying the gaussian filters. It only resulted in 

slightly reducing the root mean squared (RMS) contrast of stimuli (from 0.189 at blur level 1 

to 0.185 at blur level 31). For each blur level, the ellipse containing the object was then added 

on the intact and scrambled scene backgrounds and was superimposed on a larger grey elliptical 

frame of average luminance (0.5 for pixel intensity values between 0 and 1) and 30 pixels wide. 

This grey frame allowed us to isolate the object from the background and avoid local contrast 

differences between the object and the intact or scrambled backgrounds. 

The integration of the object and grey frame on intact and scrambled backgrounds was 

done as follows. To integrate the grey elliptical frame to the image background, we first created 

for each stimulus a binary mask of the elliptical frame. This mask consisted of an image of 350 
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× 350 pixels (same resolution as the scenes) containing an ellipse of 236 × 226 pixels of vertical 

and horizontal diameters centred on the object location. Pixel values within the ellipse were set 

to 1 while pixel values outside of the ellipse were set to 0. This binary mask was then spatially 

filtered by a gaussian with a standard deviation of 2 to smooth the border of the elliptical frame. 

The resulting image was multiplied with average luminance values of 0.5 to fill the ellipse with 

a uniform grey. We then computed the inverse of the smoothed binary mask of the ellipse to 

obtain an image with pixel values of 0 within the ellipse and 1 in the background. This inverse 

mask was multiplied with the intact or scrambled scene resulting in an image containing the 

scene background and pixel values set to 0 within the ellipse. Finally, this image was added to 

the image containing the grey elliptical frame. A similar procedure was used to blend the 

smaller ellipse containing the object with the background and the grey elliptical frame. We first 

created a binary mask of an ellipse of 176 × 166 pixels of vertical and horizontal diameters 

centred at the object location which was then spatially smoothed by a gaussian with a standard 

deviation of 2. The resulting image was multiplied with the original scene to obtain an image 

containing only the object (pixel values outside of the ellipse were set to 0). We then created 

the inverse of the smoothed binary mask and the resulting image was multiplied with the scene 

containing the grey elliptical frame. The resulting image was added to the image containing the 

elliptical object to obtain the final stimulus.  

Figure 1 

Examples of an Object at Different Blur Levels Between Blur Levels 1 and 31 in the Intact and 

Scrambled Conditions 
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Procedure 

The experiment was performed in the context of the Covid-19 lockdown periods in 

France and was therefore conducted online. It was constructed using E-Prime 3.0 software (E-

Prime Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, USA) and stimuli were displayed using an 

E-Prime Go 1.0 executable file on the participant’s personal computer. Before starting the 

experiment, the experimenter met each participant via videoconference in order to explain the 

task and ensured that basic computer criteria were met to perform the experiment (e.g., an 

operating system supporting E-prime Go, screen resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels ensuring the 

correct display of stimuli).  

On each trial, two images containing the same object were displayed on the left and 

right of the participant’s computer screen against a grey background (average luminance of 

0.5). The object in the left image was the Target (T) and the object in the right image was the 

Sample (S). The Target object was presented with a randomly selected blur level between level 

6 and 25 which remained constant throughout the trial. The Sample object always had an initial 

blur level of 16 (median blur level between levels 1 and 31) at the beginning of the trial. 

Participants were instructed to adjust the blur level of the Sample object to match the blur of 

the Target object (Figure 2) by increasing or decreasing the blur of the Sample object in 1-level 

steps using the “P” and “O” keys on their keyboard, respectively. The Sample could be adjusted 

up to a maximum blur corresponding to level 31 and a minimum blur corresponding to level 1. 
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Participants had to press the “Y” key to validate their response once they judged the Sample 

and Target objects as equally blurred. Participants were encouraged to rely on their subjective 

judgment to match the blur level of objects.  

For each trial, the backgrounds of each object could be either intact (predictable object) 

or phase-scrambled (unpredictable object). Furthermore, the Target (T) and Sample (S) objects 

either had different (different Target/Sample pair-types) or the same background (identical 

Target/Sample pair-types) resulting in four conditions (see Figure 2a). The different 

Target/Sample pair-types allowed us to assess the effect of contextual information on the 

perceived sharpness of objects. The identical Target/Sample pair-types were used as control 

conditions to assess any general tendency in over- or underestimating the blur of the Sample 

relative to the Target object irrespective of its predictability, or to detect a more systematic bias 

in underestimating the blur of objects embedded in intact contexts irrespective of what they are 

being matched to. The predictable and unpredictable conditions manipulated the presence and 

absence of semantic information to generate expectations about the object, but the context 

(either intact or scrambled) was never relevant to carry out the task which consisted in the blur 

level adjustment of the object. This clarification is important to dissociate the effects of 

expectations (i.e., what is likely to be present in the signal) from effects of attention (i.e., what 

is relevant for the task at hand) as attention has been shown to enhance perception 

(Rungratsameetaweemana & Serences, 2019; Summerfield & de Lange, 2014).  

An experimental session contained 160 trials appearing in a random order (20 objects 

presented twice in each of the four conditions) with a break in approximately the first and 

second third of the experiment. For all conditions, each of the 20 Target objects appeared with 

a blur level varying from 6 to 25 (i.e., a total of 20 blur levels) so that each blur level was 

presented once per condition for a randomly selected object. The experiment lasted about 30-

40 minutes, depending on the speed at which each participant made their judgment (mean ± 
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SD duration of a trial: 1858 ± 2133 ms). For each trial, we recorded the blur level attributed to 

the Sample to match the Target (Matched Blur Level, MBL). Before the experimental session, 

participants performed a training session (four trials) using stimuli which were not 

subsequently included in the main experiment. The stimuli and executable files of the 

experiment are available in the Open Science Framework repository: https://osf.io/d65zs/.  

Figure 2  

Illustration of the Experimental Conditions and the Display of Experiment 1 

https://osf.io/d65zs/
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Note. A. Example of stimuli presented in each experimental condition. For each trial, the Target and 

Sample objects were the same. The backgrounds could be either intact (predictable contextual 

information) or phase-scrambled (unpredictable contextual information). They either had a different 

scene background (different Target/Sample pair-types) or the same background (identical 

Target/Sample pair-types), resulting in four conditions: (1) both the Target and Sample were intact (“T-
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intact/S-intact”), (2) both the Target and Sample were scrambled (“T-scramble/S-scrambled”), (3) the 

Target was intact and the Sample was scrambled (“T-intact/S-scrambled”), and (4) the Target was 

scrambled and the Sample was intact (“T-scrambled/S-intact”). B. Illustration of the display in a trial 

with a scrambled Target and an intact Sample (different Target/Sample pair-types). Two scenes 

containing a blurred object appeared simultaneously, the Target on the left and the Sample on the right. 

Participants were asked to adjust the Sample object’s blur level, by pressing the O and P keys on the 

keyboard, until they judged both objects as equally blurred. 

Data analysis  

Data were analysed using R (R Core Team, 2019) and lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, 

et al., 2015) to perform a linear mixed effects analysis of the Target/Sample pair-type (identical 

vs. different) and the Sample’s contextual information (intact vs. scrambled) in a 2 × 2 within-

subjects design. Contrary to classical analyses of variance (ANOVA; Judd et al., 2012), mixed-

effects analyses maximize the generalizability of our results to other participants, but also to 

other stimuli. We used the Matched Blur Level (MBL) as the dependent variable. 

Target/Sample pair-type, Sample’s contextual information and their interaction term were 

entered into the model as fixed effects (i.e., as the effects of the variables of interest). Intercepts 

for subjects and items, as well as subject-wise and item-wise random slopes for the effect of 

Target/Sample pair-type, Sample’s contextual information and their interaction were specified 

as random effects (i.e., as the effects of the variables to which we want to generalize our 

results). 

We conducted the minimum number of analyses needed to test our hypotheses to avoid 

increasing the risk of Type-1 error. Based on Lupyan (2017), we expected that at an 

(objectively) equal level of blur, objects embedded in intact contexts would be subjectively 

perceived as sharper when compared to objects embedded in scrambled contexts. Therefore, 

for Target/Sample pairs of different contexts, objects in intact contexts should be blurrier than 

objects in scrambled contexts to be subjectively perceived as equally blurred.  Consequently, 
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for Target/Sample pairs of different contexts, the MBL of Sample objects in the T-scrambled/S-

intact condition should be higher than the MBL of the Sample objects in the T-intact/S-

scrambled condition. Alternatively, this effect could be explained by a systematic bias in 

underestimating the blur of objects embedded in intact contexts irrespective of the context of 

the Target object. If the difference between MBL of Sample objects in intact and scrambled 

contexts was due to such a systematic bias, it should be as large regardless of the Target/Sample 

pair-type (different or identical). On the contrary, a larger difference in MBL for different than 

identical pair-types would lead to the conclusion that the difference in MBL in the different 

pair-types is unlikely to be explained by a bias based on the Sample’s contextual information. 

In order to test these hypotheses, we therefore tested the interaction between the contextual 

information of the Sample and the Target/Sample pair-type, and then the simple effect of 

contextual information of the Sample object for the Target/Sample pairs of different contexts. 

We used the method proposed by Bates, Kliegl, et al. (2015) to construct parsimonious 

mixed models preventing convergence problems. Visual inspection of residual plots did not 

reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity or normality. P-values were obtained by 

Satterthwaite approximation with the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). The 

significance threshold was set at .05. Effect sizes were estimated using Cohen's dz (Lakens, 

2013). Data and analysis scripts are available in the Open Science Framework repository: 

https://osf.io/d65zs/. 

Results 

Mean MBLs for each experimental condition are shown in Figure 3a. Given that the 

Target object could be displayed at 20 different blur levels ranging from 6 to 25, a perfect 

match between the Target and Sample objects would result in a mean MBL of (6+25)/2 = 15.5. 

A mean MBL with a value above 15.5 therefore indicates an overestimation of the Sample blur 

https://osf.io/d65zs/
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relative to the Target, while a mean MBL below 15.5 indicates an underestimation of the 

Sample blur relative to the Target.  

Results revealed neither a main effect of the Target/Sample pair-type, t(18.99) = 0.21, 

p = .838, dz = 0.037 (different pair-type: M = 15.40, SE = 1.02; identical pair-type: M = 15.35, 

SE = 1), nor a main effect of the Sample’s contextual information, t(5078) = 1.53, p = .127, dz 

= 0.270 (intact condition: M = 15.47, SE = 1.03; scrambled condition: M = 15.28, SE = 0.99). 

However, the interaction between the Target/Sample pair-type and Sample’s contextual 

information was significant, t(5078) = 2.06, p = .039, dz = 0.364. In line with our hypotheses, 

the difference in MBL of Sample objects between intact and scrambled conditions was larger 

when the Sample and the Target were different (T-scrambled/S-intact: M = 15.63, SE = 1.05; 

T-intact/S-scrambled: M = 15.17, SE = 0.98) than when they were identical (T-intact/S-intact: 

M = 15.31, SE = 1; T-scrambled/S-scrambled: M = 15.38, SE = 1). Critically, when the Target 

and the Sample were different, the MBL was significantly higher for a Sample object in the 

intact than in the scrambled condition, t(5079.36) = 2.53, p = .011, dz = 0.448. Overall, these 

results support our hypotheses. Participants added more blur to match a Sample object in an 

intact context to a Target object in a scrambled context than to match a Sample object in a 

scrambled context to a Target object in an intact context. This suggests that at an objectively 

equal blur level, objects in intact contexts were subjectively perceived as sharper than objects 

in scrambled contexts. 

Figure 3b provides another representation of our results in which the MBL of the 

Sample object is plotted as a function of the actual blur level of the Target object for the 

Target/Sample pairs of different contexts only. The dashed line corresponds to a perfect match 

between the blur of the Sample and Target object. Data points above or below this line indicate 

an over- or underestimation of the Sample’s blur, respectively. Interestingly, visual inspection 

of this graph suggests that the effect of contextual information on MBL varied according to the 
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blur level of the Target object. This effect seems to be null for Target objects with a low blur 

level below 11 and to be the strongest for Target objects with a high blur level above 16. 

Because there was only a limited number of trials per blur level of the Target object (i.e., each 

Target object was not displayed at all blur levels throughout the experiment, see Methods), the 

effect of blur level of the Target object was not included as an effect of interest in our model. 

To get an insight on the significance of this effect, we grouped together trials in which the blur 

of the Target object was low (below 16) and trials in which the blur of the Target object was 

high (above 16) and we performed a post-hoc mixed-model analysis to examine whether the 

effect of contextual information could vary depending on the low vs. high blur level of the 

Target object. We calculated as a fixed effect the interaction between the Sample’s contextual 

information (intact vs. scrambled) for the Target/Sample pairs of different contexts only and 

the blur level of the Target object (low vs. high). The interaction was significant, t(2378.01) = 

3.15, p = .002, dz = 0.557. This interaction suggests that the Sample’s contextual information 

effect was larger for a high blur level of the Target (above 16; T-scrambled/S-intact: M = 20.98, 

SE = 0.57; T-intact/S-scrambled: M = 20.13, SE = 0.55) than a low blur level (below 16; T-

scrambled/S-intact: M = 10.77, SE = 0.61; T-intact/S-scrambled: M = 10.63, SE = 0.56). 

Figure 3 

Mean Matched Blur Level for Each Condition of Experiment 1 and for the Different 

Target/Sample Pair-Types According to the Target Object’s Blur Level 
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Note. A. Mean matched blur level (MBL) for intact and scrambled Sample object’s contextual 

information according to the Target/Sample pair-type. A high blur level corresponds to a very blurry 

object whereas a low blur level corresponds to a relatively sharp object. The dashed line represents the 
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perfect match between the blur of the Target (T) and Sample (S) objects. A mean matched blur with a 

value above or below 15.5 indicates an overestimation or underestimation of the Sample’s blur relative 

to the Target, respectively. Black dots and error bars indicate mean and standard error over all 

individuals and trials, respectively. Color dots correspond to individual observations. B. Mean matched 

blur level (MBL) for T-scrambled/S-intact and T-intact/S-scrambled conditions according to the Target 

object’s blur level. The dashed line represents the correct Sample object’s blur level for each Target 

object’s blur level. Error bars represent standard error over all individuals and trials. 

* p < .05. 

 

Discussion of Experiment 1 

 The purpose of this first experiment was to determine whether expectations based on 

scene contextual information improves the perceived sharpness of objects. Participants 

performed a perceptual matching task in which they had to adjust the blur level of an object 

(Sample) embedded in a predictable intact or an unpredictable scrambled context to match the 

blur level of the same object (Target) embedded in a predictable intact or an unpredictable 

scrambled context.  

In line with our hypotheses, results showed that when object pairs had a different 

context (different Target/Sample pair-type), participants matched the blur level of the Target 

and the Sample objects by attributing to the Sample objects with an intact context (matched to 

Target objects with a scrambled context) a higher blur level than to the Sample objects with a 

scrambled context (matched to Target objects with an intact context). This means that at an 

objectively equal level of blur, objects in an intact context were subjectively perceived as 

sharper than objects in a scrambled context. To control that this effect of contextual information 

in Target/Sample pairs with different contexts was not due to (1) a systematic bias in 

underestimating the blur of the Sample objects embedded in an intact context irrespective of 

the context of the Target object or (2) a systematic bias in underestimating the blur of the 

Sample relative to the Target object, we also included in our experiment Target/Sample pair-
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types with an identical context. We observed that the difference between the MBL for a Sample 

object embedded in an intact context and the MBL for the same Sample object embedded in a 

scrambled context was actually greater when the Sample and the Target object had a different 

than an identical context. This indicates that the tendency to underestimate the blur of Sample 

objects in intact context was larger when they were compared to objects in scrambled context. 

This therefore argues against an explanation of our results by a systematic bias and rather 

supports the idea that expectations based on contextual information result in increasing the 

perceived sharpness of objects. It can also be noted that mean MBL for the identical 

Target/Sample pairs was below 15.5 suggesting a general tendency to underestimate the level 

of blur required to match the Sample to the Target objects when they shared a similar context, 

specifically for very blurry objects with blur level above 16 (see Figure S2a in Supplementary 

material for MBLs according to the Target blur level in identical pair-types). This could be 

explained by a response bias in favour of a sharp perception of the Sample during the task 

whereby participants adapted the Sample to be too sharp than necessary rather than too blurry 

than necessary. Critically, such a bias strengthens our conclusions in the conditions where 

Target/Sample pairs were different. Participants added more blur than necessary to Sample 

objects in intact contexts despite a general tendency to make the Sample sharper than the 

Target. 

Interestingly, post-hoc analyses suggested that the effect of expectations based on 

contextual information (i.e., effect of contextual information in the different pairs) was 

significantly larger when the Target object was very blurry (i.e., a blur level above 16) than 

when it was relatively sharp (i.e., blur level below 16). This result is also in line with predictive 

coding theories which assume that the influence of expectations on perception increases as 

signal precision decreases (Friston, 2005; Rao & Ballard, 1999).  
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Overall, results of this experiment are consistent with Lupyan's (2017) previous 

findings that expectations based on prior knowledge increases the perceived sharpness of the 

visual signal. Importantly, our results suggest that this sharpening mechanism not only applies 

to reading, which requires processing of details, but also to objects perception. Consequently, 

we wondered whether these findings could be extended more broadly to the perception of 

whole scenes that need less details to be identified. This would support the sharpening 

mechanism as a more general principle of vision. Furthermore, although the object was exactly 

the same in the Target and the Sample, we cannot exclude that the perceived greater sharpness 

for objects embedded in intact than scrambled contextual information results from a disruption 

of object processing in a scrambled than intact context rather than to expectations based on 

contextual information. Experiment 2 therefore aimed to confirm the present findings and 

extend them to whole scene perception, while better controlling for signal differences between 

the Target and Sample stimuli. We used the same perceptual matching task but this time, the 

Target and Sample stimuli had the exact same signal properties and only differed in terms of 

orientation: a whole predictable upright scene versus an unpredictable inverted scene. 

Experiment 2 

Method 

Participants and Design 

Thirty undergraduate students of Psychology from University Grenoble Alpes (25 

women, Mage = 21.43, SDage = 4.07) with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in 

the experiment. This experiment was conducted in parallel to Experiment 1 and the Sample 

size was estimated similarly as in Experiment 1. It was also performed within the same ethical 

framework as in Experiment 1.  

Stimuli 
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The stimuli were constructed from the same 20 photographs of indoor and outdoor 

scenes (350 × 350 pixels, greyscaled and with an equalized mean luminance of 0.5 as in 

Experiment 1, using MATLAB R2019b).  For each scene, we created two versions in which 

the scenes were exactly the same but with a different orientation: one in which the scene was 

left upright (predictable scene layout - upright condition) and the other one in which the scene 

was vertically flipped around the horizontal axis (unpredictable scene layout - inverted 

condition). Upright and inverted versions of each scene were then blurred using the same 

procedure as in Experiment 1 for objects to obtain 31 versions of the image (Figure 4) ranging 

from a sharp (close to intact) image (blur level 1, SD = 1) to a very blurred and hardly 

recognizable one (blur level 31, SD = 10).  

Figure 4 

Examples of a Scene at Different Blur Levels Between Blur Levels 1 and 31 in the Upright and 

Inverted Conditions 

 

Procedure 

The experimental settings were similar to Experiment 1 (i.e., stimuli displayed using E-

Prime Go 1.0 software on the participant’s personal computer; stimuli and executable files are 

available in the Open Science Framework repository: https://osf.io/d65zs/). The procedure was 

https://osf.io/d65zs/
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also similar to Experiment 1 with the difference that the task consisted in matching the blur 

level of whole scenes instead of objects.  

For each trial, the Target and the Sample scenes could be either upright (consistent with 

prior experience) or inverted (no prior experience). Furthermore, they either had the same 

(different Target/Sample pair-type) or a different orientation (identical Target/Sample pair-

type), resulting in four conditions (see Figure 5a). As in Experiment 1, the scene orientation 

was not relevant to the task, which consisted in the blur level adjustment. Again, blurring of 

stimuli had no effect on the mean luminance of stimuli which was set to 0.5 (for pixels 

intensities between 0 and 1) prior to applying the gaussian filters. Blurring of stimuli only 

resulted in slightly reducing the RMS contrast of stimuli (from 0.189 at blur level 1 to 0.155 at 

blur level 31). 

An experimental session contained 160 trials appearing in a random order (20 scenes 

presented twice in each of the four conditions) with a break in approximately the first and 

second third of the experiment. For all conditions, each of the 20 Target scenes appeared with 

a blur level varying from 6 to 25 (i.e., a total of 20 blur levels) so that each blur level was 

presented once per condition for a randomly selected scene. The experiment lasted about 30-

40 minutes, depending on the speed at which each participant made his/her judgment (mean ± 

SD duration of a trial: 2134 ± 2192 ms). For each trial, we recorded the blur level attributed to 

the Sample to match the Target (Matched Blur Level, MBL). Before the experimental session, 

participants performed a training session (four trials) using stimuli which were not 

subsequently included in the main experiment. 

Figure 5 

Illustration of the Experimental Conditions and the Display for Experiment 2 
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Note. A. Example of stimuli presented in each experimental condition. For each trial, the Target and the 

Sample scenes could be either upright (consistent with prior experience) or inverted (no prior 

experience). They either had the same (different Target/Sample pair-type) or a different orientation 

(identical Target/Sample pair-type), resulting in four conditions: (1) both the Target and Sample scenes 

were upright, (2) both the Target and Sample scenes were inverted, (3) the Target scene was upright 
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and the Sample scene was inverted, and (4) the Target scene was inverted and the Sample scene was 

upright. B. Illustration of the display in a trial with an inverted Target and an upright Sample (different 

Target/Sample pair-type). Two blurred scenes appeared simultaneously, the Target on the left and the 

Sample on the right. Participants were asked to adjust the Sample scene’s blur level, by pressing the O 

and P keys on the keyboard, until they judged both scenes as equally blurred. 

Data analysis  

Data analysis and software were similar to Experiment 1. We performed a linear mixed 

effects analysis of the Target/Sample pair-type (identical vs. different) and the Sample scene’s 

orientation (upright vs. inverted) in a 2 × 2 within-subjects design, with the MBL as a dependent 

variable. As in Experiment 1, Target/Sample pair-type, Sample scene’s orientation, and their 

interaction term were entered into the model as fixed effects. Intercepts for subjects and items, 

as well as subject-wise and item-wise random slopes for the effect of Target/Sample pair-type, 

Sample scene’s orientation and their interaction were specified as random effects.   

Following the same rationale as in Experiment 1, we tested the interaction between the 

Sample scene’s orientation and the Target/Sample pair-type, as well as the simple effect of the 

Sample scene’s orientation for the Target/Sample pair of different orientations. We used the 

same method as in Experiment 1 to construct parsimonious mixed models preventing 

convergence problems and check for deviations from homoscedasticity or normality. P-values 

were obtained by Satterthwaite approximation with the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 

2017). Data from one participant who did not adjust the blur level of the Sample scene in any 

trial were discarded from the analysis. Data and analysis scripts are available in the Open 

Science Framework repository: https://osf.io/d65zs/. 

Results 

Mean MBLs for each experimental condition are shown in Figure 6a. As in Experiment 

1, a mean MBL of 15.5 corresponds to a perfect match between the Target and Sample scenes 

https://osf.io/d65zs/
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while a mean MBL with a value above/below 15.5 indicates an over/underestimation of the 

Sample blur relative to the Target.  

Results revealed no main effect of the Target/Sample pair-type, t(18.99) = 0.14, p = 

.892, dz = 0.025 (different Target/Sample pair-type: M = 15.13, SE = 1.05 ; identical 

Target/Sample pair-type: M = 14.97, SE = 1.01), but we observed a main effect of the Sample 

scene orientation, t(4758) = 3.63, p < .001, dz = 0.662, with participants attributing a higher 

MBL to the Sample scene when it was upright (M = 15.28, SE = 1.05) than inverted (M = 14.83, 

SE = 1). Moreover, the interaction between the Target/Sample pair-type and the Sample scene 

orientation was significant, t(4758) = 3.55, p < .001, dz = 0.649. In line with our hypotheses, 

the difference in MBL of Sample scenes between upright and inverted conditions was larger 

when the Sample and the Target scenes had a different orientation (T-inverted/S-upright: M = 

15.58, SE = 1.07; T-upright/S-inverted: M = 14.68, SE = 1.01) than an identical orientation (T-

upright/S-upright: M = 14.98, SE = 1.02; T-inverted/S-inverted: M = 14.97, SE = 0.99). 

Critically, when the Target and the Sample scenes had a different orientation, the MBL was 

significantly higher for a Sample scene in the upright than in the inverted condition, t(4758) = 

5.08, p < .001, dz = 0.927. Overall, these results support our hypotheses. Participants added 

more blur to match an upright Sample scene to an inverted Target scene than to match an 

inverted Sample scene to an upright Target scene. 

As in Experiment 1, Figure 6b provides another representation of our results in which 

the MBL of the Sample scene is plotted as a function of the blur level of the Target scene for 

Target/Sample pairs of different orientations only. The dashed line corresponds to a perfect 

match between the blur of the Sample and Target scene and data points above or below this 

line indicate an over- or underestimation of the Sample’s blur, respectively. Once again, visual 

inspection of this graph suggests that the effect of the Sample scene orientation on MBL varied 

according to the blur level of the Target scene. As in Experiment 1, we calculated in a post-hoc 
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analysis the interaction between the Sample scene’s orientation for Target/Sample pairs of 

different orientations only and the blur level of the Target scene (low vs. high). However, the 

interaction was not significant, t(2227.56) = 1.86, p = .063, dz = 0.339, suggesting that the 

Sample scene’s orientation effect was not significantly larger for a high blur level of the Target 

(above 16; T-inverted/S-upright: M = 20.86, SE = 0.59; T-upright/S-inverted: M = 19.74, SE = 

0.56) than a low blur level (below 16; T-inverted/S-upright: M = 10.80, SE = 0.62; T-upright/S-

inverted: M = 10.12, SE = 0.54). 

Figure 6 

Mean Matched Blur Level for Each Condition of Experiment 2 and for Different Target/Sample 

Pair-Types According to the Target Scene’s Blur Level 
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Note. A. Mean matched blur level (MBL) for upright and inverted Sample scenes according to the 

Target/Sample pair-type. A high blur level corresponds to a very blurry scene whereas a low blur level 

corresponds to a relatively sharp scene. The dashed line represents the perfect match between the blur 

of the Target (T) and Sample (S) scenes. A mean matched blur with a value above or below 15.5 

indicates an overestimation or underestimation of the Sample’s blur relative to the Target, respectively. 

Black dots and error bars indicate mean and standard error over all individuals and trials, respectively. 

Color dots correspond to individual observations. B. Mean matched blur level (MBL) for T-inverted/S-

upright and T-upright/S-inverted conditions according to the Target scene’s blur level. The dashed line 

represents the correct Sample scene’s blur level for each Target scene’s blur level. Error bars represent 

standard error over all individuals and trials. 

*** p < .001. 

Discussion of Experiment 2 

The purpose of this second experiment was to determine whether expectations based 

on prior experience increase the perceived sharpness of whole scenes. It also allowed us to 

ensure that the results from Experiment 1 could not be explained by visual signal differences 

between the Target and Sample images. We used the same perceptual matching task as in 

Experiment 1, in which participants had to adjust the blur level of a predictable upright or 

unpredictable inverted scene (Sample) to match the blur level of the same predictable upright 

or unpredictable inverted scene (Target).  

           We replicated the results of Experiment 1 by showing that when Target/Sample pairs 

had a different orientation (different Target/Sample pair-types), participants matched the blur 

level of the Target and the Sample scenes by attributing to the upright Sample scene a higher 

blur level than to the inverted Sample scene. This means that at an objectively equal level of 

blur, upright scenes would be subjectively perceived as sharper than inverted ones. As in 

Experiment 1, the significant interaction between the Sample scene orientation and the 

Target/Sample pair-type suggested that the effect of Sample scene orientation was larger in 
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different than identical pair-types, allowing to rule out systematic biases (tendency to 

underestimate the blur of the Sample relative to the Target; tendency to underestimate the blur 

of upright scenes irrespective of what they are being matched to) which could explain our 

results when the Target and the Sample had a different orientation. Moreover, as in Experiment 

1, participants had a general tendency to underestimate the level of blur required to match the 

Sample to the Target scenes when they shared a similar context, specifically for very blurry 

scenes with a blur level above 16 (see Figure S2b in Supplementary material for MBLs 

according to the Target blur level in identical pair-types). Overall, results of this experiment 

confirm results of Experiment 1. Importantly, these results further allow us to extend these 

findings to whole scene perception suggesting that the sharpening mechanism is a more general 

principle of vision which applies to many stimuli irrespective of the level of details they require 

to be identified. 

The post-hoc analysis on the effect of the Target blur level failed to replicate results of 

Experiment 1. Although the scene orientation effect when the Target and the Sample were 

different tended to increase with the blur level of the Target, this difference did not reach 

significance in the present experiment. As in experiment 1, these exploratory analyses were 

performed to refine our interpretation of the results. However, Experiments 1 and 2 were not 

designed to test this hypothesis. In particular, in order to reduce the amount of trials and the 

duration of both experiments, each of the 20 Target stimuli used was only presented twice per 

condition as the Target, and they were associated with only two different blur levels. Thus, the 

blur level of the Target and the Target stimulus identity were not independent (i.e., a Target 

stimulus seen with a high level of blur was not necessarily seen with a low level of blur). 

Therefore, we cannot ensure that the observed tendencies are due to the signal precision (i.e., 

Target blur level) and not to stimulus identity. For this reason we conducted a control 

experiment (see Experiment 2bis in the Supplementary material) which replicated Experiment 
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2 for the different Target/Sample pair-types in which all Target stimuli could be seen at four 

blur levels (ranging from low to high), so that the Target blur level was manipulated 

independently of the stimulus identity. The results of Experiment 2bis supported post-hoc 

analyses of Experiments 1 and 2 by showing that the effect of expectations increased as the 

signal precision decreased. However, it increased up to a certain blur threshold where the 

influence of expectations on the perceived sharpness remained constant although the signal 

precision continued to decrease. 

The perceptual matching task used in Experiments 1 and 2 allowed us to implicitly 

assess the relative perceived sharpness of predictable and unpredictable stimuli. The fact that 

participants made predictable stimuli blurrier than unpredictable ones to judge both stimuli as 

equally blurred led us to the assumption that at an equal level of blur, predictable stimuli were 

perceived as sharper than unpredictable ones. However, this was not explicitly tested in our 

experiments. We therefore conducted a third experiment in order to confirm results of 

Experiments 1 and 2 using a task involving explicit judgments on the sharpness of visual 

stimuli. We presented participants with pairs of upright and inverted scenes used in Experiment 

2 but this time participants were required to indicate whether they perceived a blur difference 

between the two scenes and if so, which of the two scenes was perceived as the blurriest or as 

the sharpest. Critically, the two scenes had the same objective blur level in most trials. In line 

with results of Experiments 1 and 2, we expected participants to explicitly judge upright scenes 

as sharper than inverted scenes in these trials. In this experiment, we additionally recorded 

participants’ eye movements to assess the extent to which predictable and unpredictable stimuli 

elicited differential amounts of visual attention as indexed by fixation duration. Indeed, visual 

attention has been found to enhance visual perception, for example resulting in increased 

perceived contrast or spatial resolution (Carrasco et al., 2004; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998). It 
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is thus possible that increased perceived sharpness for predictable stimuli can be explained by 

the fact that predictable stimuli elicited more visual attention than unpredictable ones. 

Experiment 3 

Method 

Participants and Design 

Thirty-five undergraduate students of Psychology from University Grenoble Alpes (31 

women, Mage = 19.63, SDage = 2.06) with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in 

the experiment. The sample size was set based on an estimated effect size of dz = 0.93 from the 

observed effect of predictability in the different pair condition from Experiment 2 to achieve a 

power (i.e., 1 - β, with β being the risk of Type-2 error) of 0.8 with an alpha level of 0.025 after 

Bonferroni correction for the two planned non-orthogonal analyses on test trials. The present 

experiment was performed within the same ethical framework as in Experiments 1 and 2. 

Stimuli and Procedure 

The stimuli were exactly the same blurred upright and inverted scenes as those used in 

Experiment 2. Contrary to Experiments 1 and 2, this experiment was conducted after the Covid-

19 lockdown periods in a laboratory allowing us to couple our behavioral measures to eye 

movement recordings. The experiment was thus constructed using the Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 

1997; Pelli, 1997) implemented in  MATLAB R2019b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). 

Stimuli were displayed on a 30′ monitor (DELL ULTRASHARP) with a resolution of 1920 × 

1080 pixels (experimental script available in the Open Science Framework repository: 

https://osf.io/d65zs/). Participants put their head on a chin rest 70 cm away from the screen to 

keep their head fixed for the recording of eye movements. Eye movements were recorded using 

an Eyelink 1000 eye-tracker (SR Research, Ontario, Canada) with a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz 

https://osf.io/d65zs/
https://osf.io/d65zs/
https://osf.io/d65zs/
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and a nominal spatial resolution of 0.01° of visual angle. For each participant, we recorded 

only the left eye using the “pupil-corneal reflection” mode. The Eyelink software automatically 

detected saccades with the following thresholds: speed >30°/s, acceleration >8,000°/s², and 

saccadic displacement >0.15°. Fixations were detected when the pupil was visible and no 

saccade was in progress. Blinks were detected during partial or total occlusion of the pupil. 

Before starting the experiment and every 50 trials, we set up a calibration procedure in which 

participants had to orient their gaze toward five separate dots appearing sequentially at the 

centre and at each edge of the screen. A drift correction was performed every 10 trials. 

In this experiment, a trial began with a fixation cross appearing at the centre of the 

screen. Then two versions of the same scene were displayed on the left and right of the screen 

on a grey background (average luminance of 0.5) on each trial. The experimental session 

contained two types of trials: “test” and “catch” trials. In test trials (Figure 7a), the two scenes 

had the same blur level which could be of 5, 15, or 25 (i.e., low, medium, and high blur level). 

In this experiment, we only used three blur levels in order to ensure that, contrary to 

Experiments 1 and 2, all stimuli would be seen at the same blur levels in each experimental 

condition while keeping the experiment relatively short. For test trials, the two scenes always 

had a different orientation (one upright predictable scene and one inverted unpredictable 

scene). The upright scene was displayed on the right and the inverted scene on the left on half 

of the test trials and the opposite was done in the other half. Participants were told that the blur 

difference between the scenes could be subtle and were instructed to find which of the two 

scenes was the blurriest or the sharpest (Figure 7c). It is possible that when participants have 

doubts about whether there is a difference in blur between the two scenes, they could be prone 

to systematically select the more familiar (the upright scene) one (Han & VanRullen, 2016). 

To cancel out any effect of such response bias, half of the participants were instructed to report 

the scene they judged as the blurriest while the other half had to report the scene they judged 
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as the sharpest. They also had the option to answer that they did not perceive any blur difference 

between the two scenes. Test trials were the trials of interest allowing us to test our hypothesis 

that at an objectively equal level of blur, participants would perceive inverted scenes as blurrier 

than upright scenes. We also included catch trials (Figure 7b) to ensure that participants 

performed the task properly when the blur of the two scenes was objectively different and to 

prevent them from realising that both scenes had often the same blur level. In these catch trials, 

the two scenes had different blur levels. One of the two scenes had a blur level of 5, 15, or 25. 

The other one had a blur of 3 to 7 levels above or below. The blurriest scene was on the right 

for half of the catch trials and on the left for the other half. Furthermore, for catch trials, the 

two scenes either had a different orientation (i.e., one upright predictable scene and one 

inverted unpredictable scene) or an identical orientation (i.e., both scenes were upright or 

inverted). Catch trials in which the two scenes had an identical orientation were added in order 

to prevent participants from adopting a strategy consisting of systematically selecting the 

upright or inverted scene. Given that Experiment 2 revealed that participants made upright 

scenes blurrier (by up to 1.73 blur levels on average) than inverted scenes to perceive both 

scenes as equally blurred, the minimal difference between the blur levels of the two scenes in 

catch trials was set to 3 in order to ensure that the two scenes would be perceived as having a 

different blur level. Participants had to give their response (Figure 7c) by pressing the 

“UpArrow” key if they did not perceive a difference between the two scenes, the “LeftArrow” 

key if they judged the left scene as the blurriest (or as the sharpest) and the “RightArrow” key 

if they judged the right scene as the blurriest (or as the sharpest). 

Figure 7 

Illustration of the Experimental Conditions and the Display for Experiment 3 
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Note. A. Example of stimuli presented in test trials. Both scenes of a pair always had a different 

orientation (one upright and one inverted scene), but the same blur level. B. Example of stimuli 

presented in test trials. Both scenes of a pair had either the same or a different orientation, and they had 

different blur levels. C. Illustration of the display. Two upright or inverted blurred scenes appeared 

simultaneously either with the same (test trials) or with different (catch trials) blur levels. Participants 

were asked to find which of the two scenes was the blurriest or the sharpest depending on their 

experimental group. 

The experimental session contained 120 test trials (20 scenes pairs × 2 orientation 

combinations [left scene upright - right scene inverted vs. left scene inverted - right scene 

upright] × 3 blur levels [5 vs. 15 vs. 25]) and 80 catch trials (20 scenes pairs × 2 pairs [both 

scenes with identical vs. different orientations] × 2 orientations [upright scene vs. inverted 

scene]). This resulted in a total of 200 randomly displayed trials with a break every 50 trials. 

For each trial, we recorded whether participants perceived a blur difference between the scenes 

and if so which scene they chose as the blurriest or as the sharpest depending on the 

experimental group. We also recorded the fixation durations on each scene. The experiment 

lasted about 25 minutes, depending on the speed at which participants made their judgment 

(mean ± SD duration of a trial: 3124 ± 2924 ms). 

Data analysis 

Behavioral data 

Data were analysed using the same software and package as in the previous 

experiments. To analyse test trials (i.e., on which both scenes had the same blur level), we set 

up two mixed effects logistic regression models. The first logistic regression aimed to evaluate 

whether or not participants perceived a blur difference between the two images of test trials 

(i.e., the dependent variable was perceived difference vs. no perceived difference). The second 

logistic regression allowed us to evaluate whether participants judged more often the 
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predictable or unpredictable scene as the blurriest in test trials (i.e., the dependent variable was 

predictable scene judged as the blurriest vs. unpredictable scene judged as the blurriest). For 

both logistic regressions, the intercept and the blur level of the scenes were entered as fixed 

effects. Intercepts for subjects and items, as well as subject-wise and item-wise random slopes 

for the effect of the blur level were specified as random effects. Based on results from 

Experiment 2, we expected that at an objectively equal level of blur, upright scenes would be 

explicitly perceived as sharper when compared to inverted scenes. To test this hypothesis, we 

tested 1) if the proportion of perceived blur difference in test trials was significantly greater 

than chance and 2) if the proportion of inverted scenes judged as the blurriest was significantly 

greater than chance. As in Experiment 2, we also tested whether this effect was modulated by 

the signal precision (i.e., blur level) of the scenes in test trials. If the influence of expectations 

on perceived sharpness increases as the signal precision decreases, we expected the tendency 

to select the inverted scene as the blurriest to increase with increasing blur level of scene pairs 

(i.e., interaction between the effect of predictability and blur level). To test this hypothesis, we 

calculated the effect of the blur level on the proportion of inverted scenes judged as the blurriest 

and we also performed pairwise comparisons between each blur level. 

To analyse catch trials (i.e., when the two scenes had objectively different blur levels), 

we also set up a mixed effects logistic regression model with the accuracy in detecting blur 

differences as a dependent variable. Pair-type (i.e., both scenes having or not the same 

orientation) was entered into the model as fixed effect. Intercepts for subjects and items, as 

well as subject-wise and item-wise random slopes for the effect of pair-type were entered as 

random effects. Based on this model, we calculated whether the accuracy in each condition 

differed significantly from chance to ensure that participants perceived the blur level difference 

between the two images and performed the task properly. 
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For all analyses, the significance of the effects was tested with a Wald test. The 

significance threshold was set at 0.025 for main effects of blur level on test trials after 

Bonferroni correction for two planned non-orthogonal logistic regressions (.05/2 = .025), at 

017 for three a posteriori pairwise comparisons on test trials analyses after Bonferroni 

correction for three non-orthogonal tests (.05/3 = .017) and at .017 for catch trials analyses after 

Bonferroni correction for three non-orthogonal tests on the accuracy. Data and analysis scripts 

are available in the Open Science Framework repository: https://osf.io/d65zs/. 

Eye movements data 

For eye movements analyses, we defined for each trial two areas or interest (AOI) 

corresponding to the location of the two scenes on the screen. We then extracted the total 

fixation duration in each of these AOIs for each trial. We ran eye movements analyses on test 

trials only, to compare the fixation durations as an index of visual attention between the upright 

and inverted scenes when both scenes had an objectively equal blur level and were differently 

oriented. This was done to test whether increased perceived sharpness of upright relative to 

inverted scenes in test trials could be explained by increased visual attention to upright relative 

to inverted scenes, as visual attention has been shown to enhance visual perception(Yeshurun 

& Carrasco, 1998). We performed a linear mixed effects analysis of the Scene orientation 

(upright vs. inverted) with the total fixation duration of the scene as the dependent variable. 

Intercept and Scene orientation terms were entered into the model as fixed effects. Intercepts 

for subjects and items, as well as subject-wise and item-wise random slopes for the effect of 

Scene orientation were specified as random effects. We calculated the main effect of Scene 

orientation (upright vs. inverted) on fixation duration to assess differences in visual attention 

between upright and inverted scenes. 

https://osf.io/d65zs/
https://osf.io/d65zs/
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Mixed models were constructed using the same method as in Experiments 1 and 2 (i.e., 

using Bates, Kliegl, et al., 2015's method for building parsimonious models). Data and analysis 

scripts are available in the Open Science Framework repository: https://osf.io/d65zs/. 

Results 

Behavioral results 

Mean proportions of responses for each blur level of test trials are shown in Figure 8a. 

Mean accuracy for each experimental condition of catch trials is shown in Figure 8b. Eight 

participants were removed from the analyses due to an accuracy equal or lower than chance in 

catch trials, indicating that they did not get involved in the task (in fact, these participants did 

not perform the task and systematically reported “no difference”), resulting in a final sample 

of 27 participants. 

First, the analyses conducted on catch trials revealed that when the two scenes appeared 

with an objectively different blur level, the accuracy in selecting the blurriest one was high for 

each condition (different pair-type: M = 0.87, SE = 0.07; identical pair-type: M = 0.89, SE = 

0.06) and significantly above chance (different pair-type: β = 2.37, z = 7.92, p < .001; identical 

pair-type: β = 2.58, z = 8.57, p < .001). Although the minimal difference between the blur levels 

of the two scenes was set to 3 to ensure that the two scenes were perceived as having a different 

blur level, we wondered whether the accuracy decreased when the upright scene was 

objectively blurrier than the inverted scene relative to the reverse. According to our hypotheses, 

the upright scene should be perceived as sharper than the inverted one. However, when the 

upright scene was objectively blurrier than the inverted scene, the increased perceived 

sharpness of the upright one may have compensated for the difference in blur levels between 

the two scenes, resulting in a reduced perceived difference. To this end, we performed a mixed 

effects logistic regression on the catch trials where the two scenes were differently oriented. 

https://osf.io/d65zs/
https://osf.io/d65zs/
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The intercept and the orientation of the objectively blurriest scene (i.e., upright or inverted) 

were entered as fixed effects. Intercepts and random slopes for the effect of the blurriest scene 

orientation were specified as random effects for the subjects and stimuli. The results showed 

that the accuracy was significantly lower when the upright scene was blurrier than the inverted 

one (M = 0.80, SE = 0.08) relative to when the inverted scene was blurrier than the upright one 

(M = 0.94, SE = 0.05), β = 2.28, z = 5.45, p < .001, arguing in favor of the sharpening 

mechanism during scene perception. 

Regarding test trials, results showed that participants perceived a blur difference (M = 

0.61, SE = 0.09) significantly more frequently than no blur difference (M = 0.39, SE = 0.09) 

even though both scenes had the same objective blur level, β = 0.68, z = 2.60, p = .009, 

supporting an influence of predictability on blur perception. Moreover, when they perceived a 

blur difference, participants chose the inverted scene as the blurriest (M = 0.79, SE = 0.08) 

more frequently than the upright scene (M = 0.21, SE = 0.08), β = 1.42, z = 11.19, p < .001. 

Thus, participants perceived upright scenes as sharper than inverted scenes at an objectively 

equal level of blur. However, contrary to what was expected, the proportion of inverted scene 

choice as the blurriest decreased as the blur level of the scene pairs increased (for a low blur of 

5: M = 0.62, SE = 0.09; for a medium blur of 15: M = 0.63, SE = 0.09; for a high blur of 25: M 

= 0.57, SE = 0.10), β = - 0.02, z = - 2.32, p = .020. After Bonferroni correction, pairwise 

comparisons failed to demonstrate a significant difference on the proportion of inverted scene 

choice as the blurriest between the different blur levels, neither from a blur level of 5 to 15,  β 

= 0.29, z = 1.75, p = .081, nor from a blur level of 15 to 25, β = 0.17, z = 1.13, p = .257, nor 

from a blur level of 5 to 25, β = 0.47, z = 2.32, p = .020. 

Figure 8 
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Mean Proportion of Scenes Judged as the Blurriest According to the Blur Level for Test Trials 

and Mean Accuracy According to the Type of Pair and the Orientation of the Objectively 

Blurriest Scene for Catch Trials of Experiment 3. 

 
Note. A. Mean proportion of scenes judged as the blurriest according to the blur level for the test trials 

(i.e., trials in which both scenes have the same objective blur level). The two scenes in test trials always 
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had a different orientation. Black dots and error bars indicate mean and standard error over all 

individuals and trials, respectively. Color dots correspond to individual observations. The dashed line 

represents chance. B. Mean accuracy for the catch trials (i.e., trials in which the two scenes have an 

objectively different blur level) according to the orientation of the objectively blurriest scene and the 

type of pair. The two scenes in catch trials either had a different orientation or an identical orientation. 

Black dots and error bars indicate mean and standard error over all individuals and trials, respectively. 

Color dots correspond to individual observations. The dashed line represents chance. 

Eye movements results 

 The analyses conducted on test trials revealed that participants fixated inverted scenes 

(M = 1849 ms, SE = 323 ms) significantly longer than upright scenes (M = 1693 ms, SE = 286 

ms), t(6433.00) = 5.32, p < .001, dz = 1.024, suggesting that more visual attention was allocated 

to inverted than upright scenes. 

Discussion of Experiment 3 

This third experiment aimed to confirm results of increased perceived sharpness of 

predictable relative to unpredictable stimuli implicitly assessed in Experiments 1 and 2 by using 

an explicit sharpness judgment task. To this end, participants had to decide which of two scenes 

(upright or inverted) was the blurriest, while both scenes were presented in most trials at an 

objectively equal level of blur. First, the analyses showed that most participants engaged in the 

task as they correctly perceived (more than 85% of the time) which scene was the blurriest 

when the two scenes had an objectively different blur level. Critically, when the two scenes 

had an objectively equal blur level, we observed that (1) participants did perceive a blur 

difference and that (2) they judged upright scenes as sharper than inverted scenes. These results 

further add support to the findings of Experiments 1 and 2 by showing that predictable scenes 

explicitly appear sharper than unpredictable ones. The analyses of eye movements additionally 
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showed that more visual attention - as indexed by fixation time - was allocated to inverted than 

upright scenes. This result will be further discussed in the General Discussion. 

Contrary to what was expected based on Experiments 1 and 2, participants did not 

necessarily judge the inverted scene as the blurriest one more often as the scene pairs became 

blurrier. We even observed the opposite trend, namely that participants judged the inverted 

scene as the blurriest one less frequently as the blur level of the scene pairs increased - and 

therefore as the precision decreased. One possible explanation for these results is that when the 

scenes are too blurry, the expectations would be too diverse and therefore too coarse to sharpen 

the representation of the stimulus. Alternatively, it is possible that when the blur level increased 

in the task, scenes were actually too blurred to be related to prior knowledge, even in the upright 

condition. Both the upright and inverted scenes therefore appeared unpredictable, thereby 

reducing the effect of predictability on perceived sharpness. These analyses according to the 

blur level of stimuli were conducted as a follow-up for the post-hoc analyses performed in 

Experiments 1 and 2 involving a perceptual matching task. However, in the context of the 

explicit judgement task used in Experiment 3, the proportion of upright/inverted scene selection 

as the blurriest may not be an adequate measure to assess how the effect of predictability on 

perceived sharpness of stimuli is influenced by their precision. Indeed, while this measure 

reflects the tendency to perceive one scene as sharper/blurrier than the other, it does not allow 

to quantify this effect (i.e., how big is the perceived difference in sharpness between the two 

scenes). For example, if the effect of predictability of stimuli on perceived sharpness is greater 

when stimuli have a medium/low than high precision, but that predictable stimuli are still 

perceived as sharper than unpredictable ones in all precision conditions, the proportion of 

selection of unpredictable stimuli as the blurriest may not necessarily differ across precision 

conditions.  

General Discussion 
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The present study investigated the influence of expectations based on prior experience 

and contextual information on scene and object perception. Based on prior studies (Alilović et 

al., 2021; Cheadle et al., 2015; de Lange et al., 2018; Han & VanRullen, 2016; Kok et al., 2012; 

Lupyan, 2017; Perez et al., 2020; Stein & Peelen, 2015; Teufel et al., 2018; Wyart et al., 2012) 

suggesting that expectations - or prediction signals - modulate the processing of information in 

visual areas by sharpening the representation of expected features of a stimulus, we 

hypothesized that predictable visual stimuli would be subjectively perceived as sharper than 

unpredictable ones. In Experiments 1 and 2, we used a perceptual blur matching task inspired 

by Lupyan (2017) to respectively address the effect of expectations on the perceived sharpness 

of objects and whole scenes. In both experiments, results suggested that at an objectively equal 

level of blur, predictable objects and scenes were subjectively perceived as sharper than 

unpredictable ones. Experiment 3 confirmed this conclusion using an explicit sharpness 

discrimination task. Post-hoc analyses of Experiment 1 and 2 additionally suggested that the 

effect of predictability on perceived sharpness of stimuli tended to increase as the precision of 

the visual signal decreased in line with the hypothesis of predictive coding theories (Friston, 

2005; Rao & Ballard, 1999).   

Results of the present study therefore replicate previous findings by Lupyan (2017) that 

semantic knowledge affects the perceived sharpness of letter strings and allow to extend these 

findings to object and scene perception. Our results are also in agreement with recent findings 

of Perez et al. (2020) on object perception. In this study, the authors asked participants to 

perform comparative or equality judgments on the blurriness of familiar and novel objects. The 

novel objects were made from the same basic shapes composing familiar objects but assembled 

in a different configuration. Similarly to the present findings, they found that at an equal level 

of blur, participants judged familiar objects as sharper than novel ones. Overall, our and past 

studies support the hypothesis that expectations based on semantic knowledge, but also prior 
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experience and contextual information affect perception by making expected stimuli appear 

“sharper” and therefore influence “how we perceive”.  

Our sharpness adjustment measurements were used to address qualitative perceptual 

effects. How can we ascertain that they truly reflect the actual sharpness perception of 

participants instead of other non-perceptual effects? For example, Firestone & Scholl (2016, 

see also Firestone & Scholl, 2014) pointed out that the processing of any visual object not only 

involves the perception of its visual properties (e.g., its size, its color) but also making higher-

level judgments about it (e.g., its cost) which can bias perceptual reports. In the context of our 

study, it could therefore be argued that a predictable scene or object which can be more easily 

identified could be more readily judged as “sharp” while unpredictable stimuli would be judged 

as “blurry”. In this case, the difference in reported perceived sharpness between predictable 

and unpredictable stimuli would reflect high-level judgments about stimuli rather than 

perceptual effects. If this was the case, such bias should also be observed in the identical pair-

types conditions. Predictable Samples should be more readily judged as sharp and they should 

be attributed a higher blur level than unpredictable Samples. Critically, this is not what we 

observed. The predictability effect was reduced in the identical pair-types trials compared to 

the different pair-type trials, arguing against an explanation of our results simply in terms of 

higher-level judgments. It has also been argued that expectations do not affect perception or 

early sensory processing but post-perceptual decisional processes involved in perceptual tasks 

(Bang & Rahnev, 2017). In that sense, the tendency to perceive predictable stimuli as sharper 

than unpredictable ones would reflect a change in the decision criterion (i.e., response bias) 

rather than a perceptual bias. For example, when presented with blurred predictable Sample 

objects, participants could more easily “guess” the presence of sharp edges in the object based 

on contextual information and adapt their blur adjustment in consequence without it reflects an 

actual sharpened perception (e.g., they would add more blur than necessary because they 
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assume there are sharp edges without really perceiving these as sharp). However, such a bias 

should have also been present for predictable Samples in the identical pair-type trials but this 

is not what we observed. The results observed in these trials rule out an explanation by such a 

response bias. These considerations therefore make us feel confident that our findings are likely 

to reflect perceptual effects of expectations.  

One could argue that this effect is due to attention rather than prior knowledge. Indeed, 

attention has been found to enhance the perception of attended stimuli for example resulting in 

increasing their perceived contrast (Carrasco et al., 2004) or spatial resolution (Yeshurun & 

Carrasco, 1998). Therefore, increased perceived sharpness of predictable stimuli in our study 

could be explained by the fact that more attention was devoted to predictable than unpredictable 

stimuli. However, we believe this explanation is unlikely for several reasons. First, the tasks 

used in our experiments required participants to attend both the Target and Sample stimuli 

which were predictable or unpredictable in an equal number of trials. Therefore, if more 

attention was, for example, allocated to the Sample relative to the Target (or vice versa), the 

effects should be similar for predictable and unpredictable stimuli. It could also be argued that 

the effect is due to the difference in the task relevance between a predictable context and 

unpredictable context - as task relevance can be understood in terms of attention, it is possible 

that it influenced blur perception. However, participants’ task was to focus on the blur 

adjustment (Experiments 1 and 2) or blur comparison (Experiment 3). The predictability was 

thus irrelevant to the task. Furthermore, several studies have shown that when it comes to object 

and scene perception, attention tends to be captured by novelty (Johnston et al., 1990; Park et 

al., 2010). In the context of our study, more attention should therefore have been allocated to 

unpredictable stimuli - which can be considered as novel since they were not related to a prior 

experience - than to predictable stimuli which were more familiar. This was supported by the 

analyses of fixation duration in Experiment 3, which showed that unpredictable stimuli elicited 
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longer fixation durations than predictable stimuli. Therefore, more attention to unpredictable 

stimuli can not explain the increased perceived sharpness of predictable stimuli observed in the 

present study. Finally, although Experiments 1 and 2 were run online on participants’ personal 

computers and therefore in variable viewing conditions (e.g., in terms of viewing distance, 

screen size, luminance, contrast, etc.), we strongly believe that differences in terms of 

interindividual settings could not affect or explain our results. Indeed, the task required to 

compare and adjust the blur level of the Sample stimulus to match a Target stimulus 

simultaneously displayed on the same horizontal plane so that the two stimuli were always 

viewed and compared under the same conditions at each trial. 

Increased perceived sharpness for expected stimuli observed in the present study 

supports the sharpening account of predictive coding theories (Alilović et al., 2021; Cheadle et 

al., 2015; de Lange et al., 2018; Han & VanRullen, 2016; Kok et al., 2012; Lupyan, 2017; Perez 

et al., 2020; Stein & Peelen, 2015; Teufel et al., 2018; Wyart et al., 2012). According to this 

account, expectations (or prediction signals) sent by high-level areas increase the sensitivity of 

neurons tuned to expected features in lower-level areas while suppressing the response of 

neurons tuned to unexpected ones. This results in a sharper representation of expected stimuli 

in these areas which would in turn lead to a sharper percept (de Lange et al., 2018; Han & 

VanRullen, 2016; Kok et al., 2012; Teufel et al., 2018; Yon et al., 2018). Under this framework, 

results of Experiment 1 indicate that, although irrelevant to the task, contextual scene 

information was used to form prediction signals. These prediction signals could then have 

back-propagated from high- to low-order areas during object processing. In the case of 

predictable contextual information, this would, for example, allow to selectively enhance the 

response of neurons tuned to expected objects or shapes in areas of the ventral stream and of 

neurons tuned to the expected contours at the object location in early visual areas. This would 

in turn lead to a sharper percept of the object. In the case of unpredictable contextual 
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information, prediction signals would not be precise enough leading to a noisier representation 

of the object in low-level cortical areas. Results of Experiments 2 and 3 on whole scene 

perception additionally suggest that sharpened representations based on contextual information 

not only apply to the processing of expected objects but more broadly to expected features in 

the entire scene.  

This interpretation is also coherent with recent neuroimaging studies addressing the role 

of contextual information on visual processing. For example, Brandman and Peelen (2017) 

asked participants to categorize degraded objects presented alone or in a context (e.g., a bird 

flying over a lake, a tractor in a field) during an fMRI experiment. They examined the pattern 

of activity in object-selective areas of the ventral stream and found that the category of the 

object could be decoded with higher accuracy in these areas when they were presented in 

context than in isolation or when the context was presented without the object. This contextual 

effect in object-selective areas was associated with increased activity in scene-selective areas, 

suggesting that this area could be the origin of prediction signals about the object. More 

recently, Heilbron et al. (2020), presented participants with 5-letter words and pseudowords in 

an fMRI experiment. The middle letter of all letter strings was always an “N” or a “U”. A 

decoding analysis of activity patterns in V1 and V2 revealed that the middle letter could be 

decoded with higher accuracy in these areas when it was embedded in a word than a pseudo-

word context. Overall, results from these studies are consistent with the view that expectations 

based on contextual information can enhance the representation of expected features in 

relatively high (i.e., object-selective areas) and low-level visual areas (i.e., V1 and V2).  

While results of the present study support the sharpening account of predictive coding 

theories, they do not necessarily argue against the dampening account (de Lange et al., 2018; 

Kumar et al., 2017; Press et al., 2020; Richter et al., 2018). First, this account posits that 

prediction signals filter out predicted features of stimuli by silencing neurons tuned to these 
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features and increasing the sensitivity of neurons tuned to other features. Under this account, 

one would expect increased perceived sharpness of stimuli violating expectations. Critically, 

our experimental manipulations pertained to the presence or absence of informative content or 

prior knowledge allowing to form expectations via scrambling of contextual information or via 

scene inversion. These manipulations were chosen because they allowed us to control for low-

level visual differences between the Target and Sample stimuli. However, they did not allow 

us to assess the effect of expectations validity as we did not include a condition in which stimuli 

could be unexpected/surprising and therefore violating expectations (e.g., an object in an intact 

but incongruent context). Such a condition would therefore be needed in further experiments 

in order to arbitrate between the sharpening and dampening accounts. Importantly, recent 

works suggest that these two accounts of predictive coding may not be mutually exclusive but 

could coexist (Press et al., 2020), so that their influence on perception would vary according to 

temporal constraints and signal precision. Under this framework, the sharpening mechanism 

would take place first, allowing to confirm expectations. The dampening mechanism would 

subsequently take over to boost the processing of the remaining unexpected features. This 

sequence would be further constrained by the signal characteristics. The sharpening mechanism 

would predominate when we have strong expectations but the visual signal is noisy. Predicted 

features would weigh more while unpredicted ones would be suppressed. The dampening 

mechanism would only take over when the signal is reliable but strongly diverges from 

expectations. Unpredicted features eliciting surprise would then weigh more while predicted 

features would be suppressed. In this context, increased perceived sharpness of predictable 

stimuli in our study could therefore reflect a predominance of the sharpening mechanism in 

order to process noisy (blurred) stimuli. This assumption is supported by post-hoc analyses of 

Experiments 1 and 2 suggesting that the effect of predictability on perceived sharpness 

increases with increasing blur level of the Target. Results of Experiment 3 however suggest the 
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processing of stimuli that are too noisy and for which expectations are too coarse may not 

benefit from this sharpening mechanism. 

Another possibility which has been put forward in the literature is that expectations do 

not modulate early sensory response but later processes related to decision making and 

response selection (e.g., Bang & Rahnev, 2017; Rungratsameetaweemana et al., 2018; 

Rungratsameetaweemana & Serences, 2019; see however Aitken et al., 2020 for recent 

arguments against this view). Under this account, sharpened perception of predictable stimuli 

in the present study could result from a reweighting or selective attention to predicted features 

of stimuli occurring at later processing stages. Unfortunately, the present study cannot elucidate 

whether sharpened perception of predictable stimuli results from a modulation of early sensory 

or later cognitive processes. As previously discussed, our findings nevertheless provide 

evidence that expectations influence subjective perception, whether at early or late perceptual 

processing stages. 

An important remaining question is whether sharper perception of expected visual 

features explains the effects of expectations in facilitating visual recognition, for example, in 

terms of recognition speed or accuracy as reported in many behavioural studies (Brandman & 

Peelen, 2017; Davenport & Potter, 2004; Greene et al., 2015; Joubert et al., 2007, 2008; Palmer, 

1975; Richter et al., 2018; Roux-Sibilon et al., 2019). Could expected stimuli be recognized 

faster or more accurately because they are perceived better? Since the present study did not 

explicitly involve the recognition of scenes and objects, this assumption is only speculative and 

to our knowledge, no study has directly addressed this question so far. Further experiments 

using an explicit recognition task and response time recordings could enrich this point. In the 

context of our study, it could for example be hypothesized that a blurred predictable stimulus 

would be recognized faster than an unpredictable stimulus with a similar or even lower blur 

level. In any case, findings from fMRI studies support the assumption that better perception 
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and better recognition performances are correlated. For example, in Kok et al. (2012) sharpened 

representations of the stimuli in the visual cortex based on expectations were associated with 

higher behavioural performances (although no causal link could be established based on 

correlational analyses). Interestingly, a recent study by Gandolfo and Downing (2019) directly 

addressed the causal relationship between expectations and visual recognition performance, as 

well as the related cortical activity. In their study, the authors asked participants to categorize 

images of bodies (heavy vs. slim) and scenes (upright vs. inverted). These stimuli were 

preceded by a valid or an invalid cue which was orthogonal to the categorization task but could 

carry useful information to facilitate the categorization. For example, the cue for a body image 

could be either the “m” (i.e., for male) or the “f” letter (i.e., for female) implicitly associated 

with a heavy or a slim body, respectively. Results showed that a valid cue improved the 

categorization performances of both bodies and scenes. Then, during the cue presentation, the 

brain activity in body-selective or scene-selective cortical areas was disrupted via transcranial 

magnetic stimulation (TMS). Critically, the facilitation effect by a valid cue disappeared when 

the TMS was applied on body- or scene-selective areas during the cue presentation for the body 

or scene task, respectively. These results therefore indicated that expectation-based activity in 

these areas is directly related to categorization performance. Overall, these studies support the 

idea that the expression of expectations in visual areas facilitates visual recognition. Further 

studies would be needed to address whether higher recognition performances for expected 

visual stimuli are also associated with their increased perceived sharpness.  

Our results also more broadly add support to the “cognitive penetrability of perception” 

theoretical framework (Lupyan, 2015; O’Callaghan et al., 2017; For arguments against this 

view, see Firestone & Scholl, 2016; Pylyshyn, 1999) according to which perception not only 

affects one’s cognitive state or knowledge but is also constrained by it. In this context, our 

findings are coherent with previous works suggesting that expectations or semantic knowledge 
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influence other aspects of perception such as contrast and color perception (Han & VanRullen, 

2016; Lupyan, 2015), perceived duration of stimuli (Pariyadath & Eagleman, 2007; Schindel 

et al., 2011; Schweitzer et al., 2017), or perceived clarity of speech (Sohoglu et al., 2014). For 

example, Han and VanRullen (2016) found that line-drawings of objects were perceived as 

more contrasted with respect to the background than the same line-drawings with random 

locations (meaningless stimulus). In the context of color perception, Lupyan (2015) found that 

objects associated with a strong color-prior (e.g., yellow bananas) were perceived as more vivid 

than objects of the same color without such a strong prior (e.g., a yellow t-shirt). In the same 

way, Hansen et al. (2006; see also Olkkonen et al., 2008; Witzel et al., 2011) conducted a 

perceptual matching task in which participants were required to adjust the color of objects with 

strong color priors (e.g., yellow bananas) and colored discs without any color prior until they 

appeared gray. They observed that participants adjusted colored objects toward their opponent 

color to perceive them as gray (e.g. a yellow banana was adjusted to be slightly blue) suggesting 

that when they were objectively gray, they still appeared in their original color. However, 

colored discs unrelated to color-prior were accurately adjusted to an objective grey level. These 

results therefore indicated that prior knowledge can also influence color appearance. In the 

context of the sharpening account of predictive coding, these results could be explained by an 

enhanced perception of expected features (e.g., colors) of stimuli. Perceptual matching tasks 

such as the one used in the present study adapted to different contexts or modalities (e.g., 

speech processing, tactile or auditory perception) and using other matching criteria (e.g., color 

or sound intensity, noise level) may be a useful tool to more broadly assess how cognition can 

modulate perception.  

Importantly, such perceptual effects may also constitute a useful measure to assess the 

use of prior knowledge and expectations in specific populations and disorders. For example, 

disorders such as autism spectrum disorders or schizophrenia have been linked to an 
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insufficient or excessive influence of expectations on perception, respectively (e.g., Pellicano 

& Burr, 2012; Powers et al., 2017; Sinha et al., 2014; Teufel et al., 2015; Van de Cruys et al., 

2014). In the context of our study, one could for example expect that participants with autism 

would not necessarily perceive predictable stimuli as sharper than unpredictable ones. On the 

contrary, schizophrenic patients should need to add even more blur than control participants to 

a predictable stimulus to perceive it as equally blurred as an unpredictable one. Predictive 

mechanisms have also been shown to evolve over the lifespan. For example, it has been 

proposed that the accumulation of sensory experience with aging may lead to rely more 

strongly on predictive processes, which would also help compensate for concomitant sensory 

deficits (Gilbert & Moran, 2016; Lai et al., 2020; Moran et al., 2014). Under this assumption, 

it can be expected that the effect of predictability on the perceived sharpness of stimuli should 

be greater in aged than young individuals.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the results of the present study showed that expectations based on prior 

experience and contextual information increase the perceived sharpness of scenes and objects 

they contain, thus supporting the sharpening account of predictive coding theories (de Lange 

et al., 2018; Han & VanRullen, 2016; Kok et al., 2012; Teufel et al., 2018; Yon et al., 2018). 

Our findings allow us to further extend the previous results of Lupyan (2017) on word reading 

to the perception of whole scenes and objects, defining the sharpening mechanism as a more 

general principle of visual perception. Expectations and knowledge about the visual 

environment not only help us to understand it more easily, but also makes us perceive it better. 
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